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Diversitv in the
legal Profession
byElizallelll Neeley

According to the 2000 U.S. Census, 12.7% of Nebraska's
population is African American, Hispanic, Native American,
Asian American, or another minority group defined by the
U.S. Census. According to both the 2000 U.S. Census and
the Nebraska State Bar Association, only 2.4% of the state's
attorneys identifY themselves as ethnic or racial minorities.
In fact, of the 4,800 attorneys in the state of Nebraska, only
115 identifY themselves as ethnic or racial minorities and
none of the attorneys that identified themselves as ethnic or
racial minorities live west of Lincoln, (in the eastern third of
the state). These factors have led to fears on the part of many
of Nebraska's leaders that the state's minority court
consumers, both civil and criminal, face a court system that is
unrepresentative and likely perceived as hostile.

Minority and Justice Task Force traveled to communities
across Nebraska soliciting testimony from the public on issues
relevant to race and ethnicity in the courts. One of the
primary problems identified across th~ state was the lack of
diversity in the legal profession and court system:
"I did not see anybody of any color, black or
Hispanic, they were all white, they were all
elderly men. All of them had gray hair.
They were just, you know-I do not feel
comfortable there.»
-Testimonyfi'om 2002 Public Hearing

"People's perceptions are that when they go in to
any system and they do not see anybody that
looks like them, and that's whether they are
African American, Native American, Hispanic:
Latino, Asian, when they come in that system, if
they don't see people that look like them
administering those systems, working in those
systems, then I think the perception
automatically [is] that they're not going to get
fair treatment."

Data collected by the Minority and Justice Task Force
indicate that these perceptions have basis in fact. In 2002, the
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-Testirnonyfi'om 2002 Pu.blic Hearing
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"I know that I never met a Hispanic lawyer until
I got to college and I sought one out. 1 mean, its
just pretty ridiculou that you have to look for
one tofmd one."
- Testimony}i'om Minority La'll..> Student
Focus Group

Statements such as these illustrate that diversity in the
legal profession is critical to the public's conftdence in and the
success of our judicial system.
Given the substantial disparity and the concerns this
disparityhas raised across Nebraska's communities, the
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